Four-Campus Video-Conference Series, F-W-S 2005-6
Human Sciences and Complexity

June 2: Friday, 10:00-1:00 followed by lunch as Chakra

Room 4214 Social Science Plaza Bldg B 2nd floor – UC IRVINE

10-11:00 plus discussion
Paul Goldstein
Anthropology, UCSD

"Agency and Heterarchic Complexity in the Andean Diaspora"

Back cover quotes: Andean Diaspora – The Tiwanaku Colonies and the Origins of South American Empire “integrates an enormous body of field data and critical archaeological theory to present a powerful and original interpretation of the great Tiwanaku empire and its diasporic communities.”

“…generates fresh perspectives on the evolutionary nature of ancient states.”

11:20-12:45 Faculty and student planning discussion:
Creating new Transdisciplinary Academic Programs in Human and Complexity Science -
Planning Campus and Intercampus Programs and Proposals

1:00 – discussion continues at Chakra restaurant